
ENJOY OUTDOOR ADVENTURES.  
Off-highway vehicle (OHV) recreation is a healthy
way for family and friends to have fun, explore

trails and discover wonderful things along the way!
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“Hi, my name is Penny. My dad and I had a great ride this 

weekend. On a mountain trail we stopped to have a snack 

and enjoy the scenery. We learned that animals are  really 

naughty about getting into people food, but 

people food is not good for them. It is important 

that food is wrapped and stored carefully when 

riding or camping. Wow, outdoor adventures 

like this, and riding my ATV are fun ways to 

spend time with my dad.”



DRESS SAFELY.
Always wear your helmet, goggles,

a long-sleeved shirt, gloves, long pants, and boots.
At the end of the day you‛ll be glad you did!
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a long-sleeved shirt, gloves, long pants, and boots.
At the end of the day you‛ll be glad you did!

“Some people do not think that safety gear is important, 
or they think that they are such good riders that they 
do not need to wear it. Gosh, even the moose know this 
guy is underdressed. You never know what can scrape 
you up during a ride. When riding a motorcycle or ATV, 
it is smart to always wear your goggles, long-sleeved 
shirt, gloves, long pants, boots, and an approved helmet that 
fits properly.” 



SIZE IS IMPORTANT.
Uh,Oh! Little rider, BIG machine, HUGE problem!

SIZE IS IMPORTANT.
Uh,Oh! Little rider, BIG machine, HUGE problem!

“Uh, oh!  This little guy is on a machine that is way too 
big for him. Young riders need to be able to easily 
reach all of the controls on their vehicles so that 
they can steer, brake, and ride safely. You 
will have a lot more fun riding an ATV or 
motorcycle that is the right size for you." 



ONE ATV = ONE RIDER.    
Riding double is asking for trouble!
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“ATVs are fun to ride, but they are only fun for one.

Riding double is asking for trouble.”



SHARE THE TRAIL WITH OTHERS.    
Good trail manners keep riding areas open!
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"My Grandpa Joe treats other people on the trail with 

respect. He says that OHV riders and drivers with 

good trail manners help to keep trails open, while 

making other people on the trail happy too.” 



WHEN YOU MEET OTHERS ON THE TRAIL

PULL OVER, STOP YOUR ENGINE, AND

TAKE OFF YOUR HELMET.
    Let hikers, horseback riders,

   and bicyclists pass safely!
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PULL OVER, STOP YOUR ENGINE, AND

TAKE OFF YOUR HELMET.
    Let hikers, horseback riders,

   and bicyclists pass safely!

“Whenever my Uncle Carlos sees another visitor out on the 

trail he pulls over, stops and allows them to pass by 

safely. Mountain bikers, hikers, and horseback riders 

really appreciate this courtesy. Horses sometimes do not 

realize that a rider with a helmet on is just a person. 

When you take off your helmet and speak, the horse will 

not be afraid of you.”



BE KIND TO BIG AND LITTLE CRITTERS.
Chasing animals is wrong!
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“Everywhere we ride and drive is home to 
animals. My mom likes to watch and 
take pictures of the animals we see 
along the trail. We always leave 
the animals alone, because 
chasing animals is mean!”



ALWAYS STAY ON THE TRAIL.
Riding off-trail damages the land and is dangerous!

ALWAYS STAY ON THE TRAIL.
Riding off-trail damages the land and is dangerous!

“My dad says we should always stay on the trails so that we 

will not get lost, run into things we cannot 

see, or hurt plants and animals 

that live along the trail. 

Sometimes it is fun to help 

work on the trails. When 

we are done they are even 

better to ride on.”



CROSS RIVERS AND WETLANDS ONLY WHERE 
YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO.

   
Splashing around hurts wetlands

          
and all of the animals that live there!plants and
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“Boy, oh boy, is this bear mad! Splashing 

around hurts wetlands and all of the plants 

and animals that live in or near water. ATV 

and off-highway motorcycle riders and 

four-wheel drivers should always cross 

water slowly and carefully.”



SHHHH! KEEP YOUR OHV QUIET.
      People and animals don’t like noisy mufflers!
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      People and animals don’t like noisy mufflers!

“No matter what time of day it is, a lot of people and 

animals do not like noisy vehicles. Like my Grandpa Joe 

says, we need to respect others, which includes keeping our 

off-highway vehicles as quiet as possible.

Oh, boy, I hear my dad coming home. He promised we  

could go riding again this weekend. Maybe we will get to 

meet you out on the trail. I hope so! Ride safely and stay 

on the trail.”



SHARE THE TRAIL WITH OTHERS.    
Good trail manners keep riding areas open!
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Welcome to the A-Mazing Trial. As in real life, you may come across

unexpected hazards like rock slides, fallen trees, wash outs,

or even animals. You can not go by and will have to 

turn around to find your way out. When you are traveling along

real trails remember... expect the unexpected!

The A-Mazing Trail



Trail Twisters
Twist your tongue with these trail-wise tongue twisters! 

How fast can you say each one 5 times without tripping up?

  Tracker Tracy tracks traveler’s trash.

   Finnier Fishes finish first.

   Beware big, bad, black-backed bears.

•
•
•

ADVENTURE TRAIL
How many different words can you make using the letters from “adventure 

trail”? You can mix them up in any order but you can only use a letter once. For 

example: art, late, raven.

Score:

10 - 17 words  * You are an adventure trail beginner great start!

18 - 26 words  * Keep climbing the trail gets easier.

27 - 35 words  * Wow! You are closing in on the top.

Over 35 words  * You are a word master, go to the head of the Trail! 

Wildlife Word Scramble
These scrambled words are all animals you might see on the trail. Unscramble

the animal names and the circled letters will reveal a secret message!

acoorn   _ _ _ _ _ _ _                  someo   _ _ _ _ _

bartib     _ _ _ _ _ _                     reba     _ _ _ _

edre       _ _ _ _                            xfo       _ _ _

rtoet     _ _ _ _ _                         reohn    _ _ _ _ _

 



Spot The Differences (Hint: There are 10)

Connect The Dots
(Start at #1)
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